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1._____the demands of aerospace medicine and agriculture,

engineers are creating exotic new metallic substances. (a) meet (b)

being met are (c) to meet (d) they are meeting 2._____james a.

bland, "carry me back to old virginny" was adopted as the state song

of virginia in 1940. (a) was written by (b) his writing was (c) he wrote

the (d) written by 3. mary garden, _____the early 1990s, was

considered one of the best singing actresses of her time. (a ) a

soprano was popular (b) in a popular soprano (c) was a popular

soprano (d) a popular soprano in 4. in the realm of psychological

theory, margaret f. washbum was dualist _____that motor

phenomena have an essential role in psychology. (a) who she believe

(b) who believed (c) believed (d) who did she believe. 5.______no

real boundary to the part of the ocean refered to as a "deep" because

of changing water levels and movement in the sea floor. (a) it is (b) to

be (c) being (d) there is 6. unlike moderate antislavery advocates

,abolitionists ______immediate end to slavery. (a) demanded (b)

they demand (c) that they demanded (d) in that they demand 7. a

few animal sometimes fool their enemies_____to be dead. (a) appear

(b) to appear (c) by appearing (d) to be appearing 8.______of the

mourning dove is made only by the male. (a) that the sad cooing call

(b) the sad cooing call (c) is the sad cooing call (d) the cooing call is

sad 9.the work of painters in the united states during the early



twentieth century is noted for _____as well as telling stories. (a.) it is

representing of images (b) which images representing (c) the images

representing (d) representing images 10. abraham lincoln insisted

that ______not just on mere opinion but on moral purpose. (a) to

base democracy (b) for democracy to- be based (c) democracy be

based (d) whenever democracy is based 100Test 下载频道开通，
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